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Mutant Dictyostelium cells lacking any of the component
polypeptides of myosin II exhibit developmental defects. To
define myosin’s role in establishing Dictyostelium’s
developmental pattern, we have rescued myosin function in
a myosin regulatory light chain null mutant (mlcR−) using
cell-type-specific promoters. While mlcR− cells fail to
progress beyond the mound stage, expression of RLC from
the prestalk promoter, ecmA, produces culminants with
normal stalks but with defects in spore cell localization.
When GFP-marked prestalk and prespore cells expressing
ecmA-RLC are mixed with wild-type cells, the
mislocalization of prestalk cells, but not prespore cells, is
rescued. Time-lapse video recording of ecmA-RLC cells
showed that the posterior prespore zone failed to undergo
a contraction important for the upward movement of
prespore cells. Prespore cells marked with green fluorescent
protein (GFP) failed to move toward the tip with the spiral

motion typical of wild type. In contrast, expression of RLC
in prespore cells using the psA promoter produced balloon-
like structures reminiscent of sorocarps but lacking stalks.
GFP-labeled prespore cells showed a spiral movement
toward the top of the structures. Expression of RLC from
the psA promoter restores the normal localization of psA-
GFP cells, but not ecmA-GFP cells. These results define two
distinct, myosin-dependent movements that are required for
establishing a Dictyostelium fruiting body: stalk extension
and active movement of the prespore zone that ensures
proper placement of the spores atop the stalk. The approach
used in these studies provides a direct means of testing the
role of cell motility in distinct cell types during a
morphogenetic program.

Key words: Myosin, Dictyostelium, Cell movement, Culmination,
GFP, Green Fluorescent Protein
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INTRODUCTION

Dictyostelium amoebae respond to environmental stress by
forming multicellular aggregates. These aggregates undergo a
program of morphogenesis to construct a fruiting body with
stalk that supports a spore case above the substratum to facilitate
spore dispersal. This morphogenetic program involves a variety
of cell movements orchestrated by chemotactic signals (Durs
et al., 1976; Siegert and Weijer, 1992). During aggregation,
thousands of single-celled amoebae move toward an aggregation
center by chemotaxis to cAMP pulses (Devreotes, 1989; Wessels
et al., 1992). Following arrival in the aggregate, cells begin to
differentiate down one of two major pathways ultimately leadin
to the formation of spores and stalk. A population of prest
cells, defined by expression of the cell autonomous ecm
marker (pstA), sorts to the top of the mound to form a tip t
acts as an organizer for the next stage of morphogenesis (Jermy
and Williams, 1991). In addition, the ecmA promoter has be
shown to also drive expression of a marker gene in a secon
population of prestalk cells called pstO cells (Early et al., 199
A spiraling motion is observed in the mounds as cells migrat
into the tip (Clark and Steck, 1979; Elliot et al., 1993; Siegert et
al., 1994). This spiral motion has been proposed to act as a vortex
 a
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to drive the elongation of mounds into fingers (Clark and Stec
1979). A similar spiral motion occurs in the anterior region of
the prestalk zone of migrating slugs, which has been propos
to be organized by a three-dimensional cAMP scroll wave. The
cAMP scroll wave becomes a planar wave upon entering the
prespore zone where it directs the periodic forward movement
of the prespore cells (Siegert and Weijer, 1992). When slugs
begin culmination, formation of a stalk tube is initiated by
secretion of a cellulosic sheath from a group of prestalk cells
the center of the prestalk zone (pstB) (Jermyn and Williams,
1991). As additional prestalk cells enter into the stalk tube fro
the top, the stalk sheath extends downward and cells in the stalk
tube become vacuolated, ultimately lifting the spore mass above
the substratum (Durston et al., 1976). It has been wide
accepted that stalk extension provides the force that lifts the
spore mass off the substratum to form fruiting bodies. At the
onset of culmination, a population of anterior-like cells (ALC)
moves to the rear of the slug where they begin a rotational
movement (Dormann et al., 1996). These cells eventually
produce the basal disc and the lower cup of the fruiting body
(Dormann et al., 1996; Jermyn and Williams, 1991; Sternfeld
and David, 1982). The subpopulation of ALCs that form the
lower cup have been proposed to play an active role in lifting
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the spore mass up the stalk tube (Sternfeld and David, 19
Alternatively, these ALCs have been proposed to play a role
maintaining the integrity of the spore head as it moves up 
stalk (Jermyn and Williams, 1991). 

Myosin II plays critical roles in Dictyostelium development.
Null mutants of myosin heavy chain (mhcA−) and of either light
chains (mlcR−, mlcE−) are defective in development (DeLozann
and Spudich, 1987; Knecht and Loomis, 1987; Chen et al., 19
1995). Studies using mhcA− cells have established a series 
morphogenetic events that require myosin: chemotaxis du
aggregation (Wessels et al., 1988), spiraling motion in mou
(Elliot et al., 1993), tip formation (Elliot et al., 1993; Traynor e
al., 1994), and stalk formation (Springer et al., 1994). MlcR− cells
form mounds becoming arrested morphologically at the sa
stage as mhcA− cells (Chen et al., 1994). MlcE− cells form
mounds with varying developmental potency, half arresting
mounds, and the remainder forming aberrant fruiting bod
(Chen et al., 1995). In single-cell chemotaxis assays, mhcA− cells
failed to polarize and moved with greatly reduced rates tow
chemoattractants (Wessels et al., 1988), while mlcE− cells
polarized normally, but showed reduced migration rates sim
to mhcA− cells (Chen et al., 1995). These defects in motility se
likely to be a major factor in the abnormal development of myo
mutants.

To more precisely define the contributions of cell moveme
during Dictyostelium development, we have developed a
approach to specifically alter the motile properties of cells
specific cell types during development. Myosin function a
thus normal motility was selectively restored in specifi
differentiated cell types. To accomplish this, cell-type-speci
promoters were used to drive myosin regulatory light cha
(RLC) expression in cells of the prespore and prestalk A/ps
cell types during mlcR− development. The movements of th
rescued cells have been followed by marking prestalk a
prespore cells with green fluorescent protein (GFP) cell-ty
markers. These studies have defined distinct, myos
dependent cell movements in both prespore and prestalk c
that are required for normal morphogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA constructs
The ecmA promoter was derived from pEcmA-gfp (provided b
Hodgkinson and Kay, MRC, Cambridge), modified throug
polymerase chain reaction(PCR) to remove the translation initiat
codon and to generate a downstream cloning site for RLC. The ec
gfp expression cassette of pEcmA-gfp was cloned into pSK in or
to use the universal primer on pSK as the 5′ PCR primer. A 25
nucleotide segment from 3′ of the ecmA promoter just upstream of th
start codon was used to make the 3′ primer. A BglII-XhoI fragment
containing the PCR fragment was excised from the AT cloning vec
pCRII (Invitrogen, Carlsbad CA) and cloned into pDdGal-1
(Harwood and Drury, 1990) between the BamHI and XhoI sites
replacing the lacZ to produce the prestalk expression constru
pEcmA-∆ATG. A full-length RLC cDNA was then inserted into
pEcmA-∆ATG at the EcoRI site to produce the prestalk RLC
expression construct pEcmA-RLC. A similar strategy was used
produce pPsA-RLC. The psA-gfp cassette used as PCR template
derived from pPsA-gfp provided by T. Kawata and J. William
(University College London). A sequence from the psA promo
starting three nucleotides upstream of the ATG and extending into
junction between the psA promoter and gfp was used as the 3′ PCR
primer. A single base mismatch was introduced to remove the s
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codon. The prespore expression construct pPsA-∆ATG was made by
joining a psA promoter fragment produced by PCR with the actin
terminator on pPsA-gfp. A full-length RLC cDNA was cloned into a
filled-in BglII site in pPsA-∆ATG to generate the prespore RLC
expression construct pPsA-RLC. 

Cell growth and development
All Dictyostelium strains were grown in HL-5 medium supplemented
with streptomycin at 200 µg/ml. DNA was introduced into Dictyostelium
cells using electroporation as described in Chen et al. (1995). Stra
containing constructs with psA or actin15 promoters were selected w
10 µg/ml G418, while 80 µg/ml G418 was used to select for construct
with ecmA promoters. To initiate development, 4×107 cells in 0.25 ml
of DB (5 mM Na2HPO4, 5 mM KH2PO4, 1 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2)
were placed on a pad of filter papers saturated with DB and stored 
moist chamber. For observation with the stereomicroscope, an additio
black filter paper was used to facilitate imaging. To observe developm
of cells containing GFP markers using fluorescence microscopy, ce
were developed on a cellophane membrane (BioRad, Hercules C
saturated with DB and placed on top of a pad of filter papers. 

Time-lapse recording of development
Development was monitored with a Zeiss stereomicroscope. Image
developmental structures were collected with a Hamamatsu mo
2400 CCD camera at 15 minute intervals using Scion LG-3 fram
grabber (Scion Corp., Frederick, MD) and stored as image stacks us
the NIH Image program (Wayne Rasband at the US National Institu
of Health and available from the Internet by anonymous ftp fro
zippy.nimh.nih.gov). GFP-labeled cells in developmental structur
were imaged using a Zeiss axioskop through a fluorescein filter 
(BP450-490/FT510/LP520). Images were acquired at the desir
intervals using a SenSys cooled CCD camera (Photometrics, Tuc
AZ) controlled by Zeiss ImagePro software. Images from a time ser
were converted into an image stack using NIH Image. Image sta
were converted to quick time movies using NIH image program a
optimized by Media Cleaner Pro (Terran Interactive, Inc.). 

In situ hybridization
In situ hybridizations were performed as described by Escalante a
Loomis (1995) with the following modifications: Cells were develope
on cellophane membranes (BioRad, Hercules CA) cut to 1 cm dis
saturated with DB on a pad of 4 Whatman #3 filters. Membrane dis
containing developmental structures were transferred to a well of a 
well culture plate filled with methanol. All subsequent steps were al
carried out in the same well. Following fixation, the structures we
incubated in Proteinase K (GibcoBRL) at 50 µg/ml for 20 minutes. All
solutions used in the wash steps were pretreated with diet
pyrocarbonate (20µl/500 ml PBS) and autoclaved before use
Digoxigenin-labeled RLC cDNA was prepared using a Boehring
Mannheim digoxigenin DNA Labeling Kit, heat-denatured for 10
minutes prior to hybridization and used at 50 ng/ml. The digoxigen
cDNA was detected with anti-digoxigenin antibody coupled to alkalin
phosphatase (Boehringer Mannheim) and visualized with the colorige
substrates: nitroblue tetrazolium (Sigma) and 5-bromo-4-chloro-
indolyl phosphate (Sigma). The color reaction was allowed to devel
for 1/2 to 1 hour. When satisfactory signal was obtained, the react
was stopped by washing twice with TE and stored in 80% glycer
Photomicrography was performed on a Zeiss stereomicroscope. 

Western blot analysis and Chemotaxis assays were performed
described previously (Chen et al., 1995).

RESULTS

MlcR− cells show reduced rates of migration but
normal orientation during chemotaxis to cAMP
We have previously shown that, following starvation, cells th
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Fig. 1.mlcR−/ecmA-RLC cells produce stalks
bearing sorocarps carrying reduced numbers of
spores. After 26 hours of starvation, mlcR− cells
failed to develop beyond mound stage (A), while
cells expressing RLC in all cell types throughout
development, mlcR−/A15-RLC (B) and 
mlcR−/ecmA-RLC (C) formed fruiting bodies.
However, the structures formed by mlcR−/ecmA-
RLC cells contained many additional cells toward
the base of the stalk (C), and the sorocarp appears
to be largely devoid of spores (compare insets in B
and C). Bar, 1 mm.

Fig. 2.Expression of RLC in mlcR−/ecmA-RLC cells. (A) Western
blot of whole cell protein samples taken from different developmental
stages of mlcR−/ecmA-RLC cells were probed with a polyclonal
antibody against myosin. The 16 kDa endogenous myosin essential
light chain (ELC) was detected throughout the life cycle, while RLC
(expressed from the transgene) was only detectable after 12 hours of
starvation. In situ hybridization using RLC cDNA was used to
localize RLC mRNA expression throughout development. (B) At 12
hours of development, RLC mRNA appeared at the tip of early
fingers. (C) RLC mRNA continued to be expressed primarily in the
anterior region of late fingers. (D) RLC mRNA was also localized to
anterior of migrating slugs and early culminants. (E) This panel
represents an experiment in which color reaction was prolonged to
detect expression of RLC in anterior-like cells. RLC mRNA was also
found in the prespore zone of early culminants, especially near the
areas expected to form lower cup, presumably due to the expression
of RLC in ALCs. (F) In fruiting bodies, RLC mRNA appeared at the
tip of the sorocarp and along the stalk. Note that at the base of stalk,
most of the cells do not express RLC. Bar, 0.25 mm.
do not express RLC (mlcR− cells) developed to the mound
stage but failed to progress further (Chen et al., 1994, also
Fig. 1A). To analyze their motility, we measured instantaneo
velocities and chemotactic orientation in response to a cAM
gradient using a Zigmond chamber assay. Table 1 shows 
mlcR− cells exhibited reduced chemotactic motility but we
not significantly different from wild type in their ability to
orient properly in a cAMP gradient. These results indicate t
the primary motility defect in mlcR− cells results from a
decreased rate of motility and not a defect in their ability 
respond to a cAMP signal.

Expression of RLC exclusively in prestalk cells
supports stalk formation but results in
mislocalization of spores
The developmental defect of mlcR− cells was fully rescued by
constitutive expression of RLC from an actin 15 promot
(mlcR−/A15-RLC). Fruiting bodies formed by the mlcR−/A15-
RLC cell line were indistinguishable from those of wild typ
(Chen et al., 1994, also see Fig. 1B). Based on these results
reasoned that expression of RLC in a cell-type-specific man
would allow us to dissect the respective contributions of c
movement in specific cell types during the Dictyostelium
morphogenetic program. Toward this end, we have enginee
Dictyostelium RLC null mutants to express RLC under th
control of the prestalk promoter, ecmA, or the psA prespo
specific promoter. As can be seen in Fig. 1C, strains expres
RLC exclusively under the control of the ecmA promot
(mlcR−/ecmA-RLC) were able to form structures with stalk
and apparent sorocarps (Fig. 1C). However, comparison of
mlcR−/ecmA-RLC culminants to those formed by mlcR−/A15-
RLC shows that cells expressing RLC only in prestalk ce
generally had thicker stalks and spore cases that were o
largely devoid of spores (compare Fig. 1B and C inset). Sin
sorocarps were assayed for the presence of viable spore
resuspending them in DB containing 0.5% triton and th
plated on bacterial lawns. Cells expressing RLC from the ecm
promoter produced only 13% the number of spores as c
expressing the RLC from an actin promoter or wild-type cel
This result suggested that active motility of prestalk cells is n
sufficient for culmination and that normal fruiting body
formation may require active movement of prespore cells.

To confirm that RLC was expressed in a pattern consist
with that known for the ecmA promoter, we analyze
expression of RLC using western blot analysis and in s
hybridization. In mlcR−/ecmA-RLC cells, RLC protein was
not detectable prior to 12 hours after starvation using west
analysis of whole cell lysates. RLC expression beg
 see
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approximately 12 hours into development and persist
through culmination (Fig. 2A). In situ hybridization was use
to determine the spatial pattern of RLC mRNA expressio
RLC mRNA was observed at the tip of elongating mounds a
fingers (Fig. 2B,C) and retained its anterior localization 
migrating slugs and early culminants (Fig. 2D). RLC mRN
can also be found in the posterior prespore zone in low
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Fig. 3. Prestalk cell localization is restored by expression of RLC
from the ecmA promoter, but not the psA promoter. Cells expressing
GFP from the ecmA promoter were mixed 1:50 with wild-type cells
and developed to the slug stage. (A) ecmA-GFP-labeled cells
expressing RLC from the actin promoter; (B) ecmA-GFP-labeled
cells in mlcR- cells; (C) ecmA-GFP labelled cells expressing RLC
from the ecmA promoter; (D) ecmA-GFP-labeled cells expressing
RLC from the psA promoter.

Table 1. mlcR− cells exhibit reduced chemotactic motility
JH10 mlcR− (E12) mlcR− (E9)

Velocity (µm/min) 12.29±3.62 8.43±2.41 7.26±2.23
Chemotactic Index 0.63±0.29 0.47±0.57 0.58±0.33
n 19 27 21

The chemotactic index was calculated as net displacement in the direction of
gradient/total distance traveled. The instantaneous velocity was calculated
from the displacement of cells between two video frames captured at 10
second intervals. The value shown is the average of instantaneous velocities
over a 10 minute period. n=number of cells analyzed. JH10 is the parental cell
line used to create mlcR− cells (Chen et al., 1994). Two mlcR− strains, E9 and
E12, were analyzed. 
abundance, corresponding to the localization of anterior-l
cells (Fig. 2D,E), and at the top of the sorocarp and through
the stalk of culminants (Fig. 2F). This pattern of RL
expression is consistent with the distribution of ecmA-lacZ, 
marker used to define prestalk A and prestalk O cell ty
(Jermyn and Williams, 1991; Early et al., 1993; Chen et 
1995). 

To determine how expression of RLC in pstA/pstO ce
affected the ability of prestalk cells to localize, ecmA-GF
expressing cells were mixed with wild-type cells in a 1:50
1:10 ratio and developed to the slug stage. Fig. 3 shows 
the tagged RLC null mutants localized well behind the norm
prestalk zone of the slug (Fig. 3B), while cells expressing R
under the control of either the actin promoter or ecm
promoter localized normally to the anterior end of the slu
Note that, although the ecmA GFP signal was clearly see
the prestalk region in ecmA-RLC cells, the cells did not exte
completely to the tip as they did in actin-RLC cells. Th
suggests that, although ecmA-driven expression of R
restored ecmA-GFP localization to the prestalk region of 
slug, the rescue may not be complete. Nonetheless, reaso
stalk formation was observed. In contrast, ecmA-G
localization of cells expressing RLC from the prespo
promoter, psA, was similar to the RLC null mutant (compa
Fig. 3B and D).

Prespore cells in mlcR −/ecmA-RLC early culminants
fail to move to the top of extending stalks
To monitor the cell movements that occur during culminatio
we collected time-lapse video images of culminating c
aggregates. Fig. 4 shows the early stages of culmination
mlcR−/A15-RLC taken from a typical time-lapse video. (Th
time-lapse video sequences are available over the intern
http://dicty.cmb.nwu.edu/movies/chen.html.) At the onset 
culmination, wild-type preculminants (Fig. 4A) extended n
more than two fold in length before the posterior prespore m
began to round up near the base of the culminant (Fig. 4B
As culmination progressed, the distance between the subs
and the base of the rounded prespore mass increased an
most posterior region of the prespore zone contracted tow
the more anterior regions. This posterior domain of t
prespore zone appeared to move as a coordinated unit
maintained its position at the tip of the elongating culmina
(Fig. 4D-H). To follow movement of prespore cells in livin
culminants, we marked the prespore cells by expressing G
using the psA promoter (Early and Williams, 1989). Wild-typ
cells containing the psA-gfp marker were mixed wi
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unlabeled wild-type cells at a 1:10 ratio to facilitate visualizin
individual labeled cells. Time-lapse movies of the fluorescen
images revealed that prespore cells in the control culmina
exhibit rotational movement while ascending the stal
(http://dicty.cmb.nwu.edu/movies/chen.html). The rotationa
motion can be observed most often in the posterior presp
zone but sometimes occurred throughout the prespore zone
Fig. 4I, the frames of this sequence have been superimpo
to show the tracks of cell movement. The tracks followed b
most cells in this culminant exhibited an approximate 45° ang
to the long axis of the culminant. 

Fig. 5 shows frames from a time-lapse movie of a typic
mlcR−/ecmA-RLC early culminant. The posterior prespor
zone never showed the rounding of the base and a majority
the prespore mass was never observed to move up 
extending stalk (Fig. 5A-C). The mlcR−/ecmA-RLC
culminants continued elongating as the stalk extended a
became a finger-like structure (Fig. 5B-E). Eventually, th
prespore zone broke apart in the middle as elongation of 
stalk extended beyond the limit of the prespore zone extens
(Fig. 5F). The most anterior portion of the prespore zone w
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lminants of cells expressing RLC in all cell types (mlcR−/A15RLC)
l movement of the prespore zone up the extending stalk in a well
iraling motion. (A-H) Each panel in this series of stereoscopic images
t 40-minute intervals from a typical control culminant (except the
n E and F, which is 30 minutes). (A) At 21 hours after starvation, a
 at the onset of culmination. (B) Before the stalk emerged from the

rly culminant elongated. (C) The prespore zone can be seen rising from
osing stalk below the prespore mass. (D-H) The prespore mass went
hape change but always moved as a coordinated unit on top of the
. (I) Overlay of a fluorescence image series of GFP-labeled prespore
ol culminant at a developmental stage similar to the culminant in C. 20
ptured at 1 minute intervals, and cells in this culminant can be seen to

t a 45° angle to the long axis of the culminant indicative of the spiral
 be clearly observed in animation of these frames. Bar, 0.25 mm.
carried by the stalk and formed a sorus that contain
significantly fewer spores than wild type, while the lowe
portion of the prespore zone remained at the base of stalk (
5G,H). The prespore cells in mlcR−/ecmA-RLC culminants
marked by psA-gfp, did not exhibit the rotational motio
typical of wild-type prespore cells. Instead, the prespore ce
exhibited movements parallel to the long axis of the culmina
with no obvious rotation and greatly reduced overa
movement at the posterior prespore zon
(http://dicty.cmb.nwu.edu/movies/chen.html). The paths of c
movement are shown in the overlay in Fig. 5I. The culmina
in this figure corresponds to the stage shown in Fig. 5D. T
posterior prespore zone failed to catch up with the forwa
movement of the more anterior portion of prespore zo
perhaps due to the absence of rotational movement and
reduced velocity of cells lacking RLC expression. This forwa
movement, most likely generated by the force of the extend
stalk, eventually led to the splitting of the prespore zone. 

MlcR− cells expressing RLC exclusively in prespore
cells fail to form stalks
Since it appeared that normal morphogenesis required
component of active prespore cell motility, we ne
characterized morphogenesis of mlcR− cells expressing RLC
from a prespore-specific promoter, psA (Early and William
1989). Following starvation, the prespore RLC expressi
strain, mlcR−/psA-RLC, formed balloon-shaped structure
(Fig. 6A,B). Occasionally these balloon structures elonga
into very short but thick migrating slugs (Fig. 6A,B). Time
lapse observation showed that the mlcR−/psA-
RLC mounds often first extended into short
and thick fingers (Fig. 6C-E). As development
progressed, the tip of the fingers waved around
suggesting significant motion was occurring
within the structure. The rounded balloon-like
end of the finger eventually collapsed back
toward the substratum (Fig. 6F-H). These
movements were similar to the rounding up
and contraction of the prespore zone observed
in wild-type cells but which were absent in the
developing mlcR−/ecmA-RLC cells. The
balloon structure appears similar to a sorus.
However, in the absence of myosin function in
the prestalk cells, stalk formation did not
occur, effectively stranding the sorus on the
surface.

Examination of the temporal and spatial
pattern of RLC expression in mlcR−/psA-RLC
cells using both western immunoblot analysis
and in situ hybridization confirmed that the
RLC was expressed in a pattern similar to that
observed for prespore cell localization. The
mlcR−/psA-RLC cells did not express
detectable levels of RLC protein until 12 hours
after starvation (Fig. 7A). At this
developmental stage, in situ hybridization
localized RLC mRNAs to the lower regions of
mound (Fig. 7B) – a pattern typical of
prespore-specific expression. Similarly, RLC
mRNA was localized to the posterior region in
early fingers (Fig. 7C) and many ‘balloon’

Fig. 4.Early cu
showed norma
coordinated, sp
was captured a
interval betwee
preculminant is
bottom, the ea
the surface exp
through slight s
extending stalk
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structures (Fig. 7D). However, in some ‘balloon’ structure
RLC mRNA was found to exhibit a more anterior localizatio
(Fig. 7E). 

To determine how expression of RLC from the psA promot
affected prespore cell localization in slugs, psA-GFP
expressing cells were mixed with wild-type cells in a 1:50 
1:10 ratio and allowed to develop to the slug stage. Fig. 8 sho
that, while the tagged RLC null mutants localized to th
posterior end of the prespore zone, cells expressing RLC un
the control of either the actin promoter or psA promote
localized normally throughout the prespore zone of the sl
(Fig. 8A,C). In contrast, psA-GFP localization of cells
expressing RLC from the prestalk promoter, ecmA, was simi
to the RLC null mutant (compare Fig. 8B and D). This resu
suggests that psA-driven expression of RLC restores 
normal localization of prespore cells, while ecmA expressio
does not. 

Prespore cells move upwards in mlcR −/psA-RLC
cells in the absence of stalk extension
The observed patterns of RLC localization in the developi
mlcR−/psA-RLC cells suggested the possibility that prespo
cells in these balloon structures might move from their initi
position near the base of the aggregate toward the tops of
balloon structures much as they might move up a stalk. W
have again followed prespore movement using the psA-g
prespore marker. Time-lapse video images of mlcR−/psA-
RLC cells that also expressed GFP driven by the ps
promoter were recorded. Fig. 9 shows frames from a typic
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Fig. 5.Prespore zone of mlcR−/ecmA-RLC early culminants failed to move up the extending stalk. (A-H) This time series of a typical 
mlcR−/ecmA-RLC culminant is composed of images captured 45 minutes apart starting at 20 hours after starvation. (A) A preculminant that
just began culmination appeared similar to a control preculminant (compare with Fig. 4B for example). (B-E) The prespore zone did not ascend
the extending stalk as an oblong shaped mass seen in control culminant. Instead, the whole culminant stretched along with the extending stalk
tube into a finger-like appearance. (F-H) The stalk tube eventually extended to break the prespore zone and carried the top portion of the
prespore mass along while leaving the remainder of the prespore zone at the base of the stalk. (I) Overlay of a fluorescence image series of
GFP-labeled prespore cells in a mlcR−/psA-RLC culminant equivalent to the stage as the culminant in D. When 25 consecutive frames captured
at 2 minute intervals are overlaid, cells in this culminant can be seen to follow a path parallel to the long axis of the culminant. Note the
relatively poor motility of the prespore cells at the base of the culminant (compare with Fig. 4I). Bar, 0.25 mm.
‘balloon’ structure as development progresses. As can
seen from this series, with time the GFP signal moved fr
the base toward the top of the structure. The GFP c
appeared to move toward the top in a spiral motion wh
can be most easily seen in the video sequence
(http://dicty.cmb.nwu.edu/movies/chen.html). These resu
indicate that, even in the absence of normal stalk formati
prespore cells exhibit a strong movement toward the tip.
addition, the contraction that produced the rounding of the b
can be clearly seen.

DISCUSSION

Dictyostelium development provides a particularly goo
Fig. 6.MlcR−/psA-RLC cells do not form stalks, but
form sorocarp-like structures. (A,B) After 16 hours of
starvation, the most common structures formed by 
mlcR−/psA-RLC cells looked like balloons. A migrating
slug can occasionally be seen to emerge from a balloon-
like structure (A). (C-H) Formation of a ‘balloon’ from
mound. (The interval between C,D; E,F; G,H is 60
minutes; D and E are 90 minutes apart and F and G are
120 minutes apart.) (C) mlcR−/psA-RLC mounds at 14
hours of development. (D) The mound elongates into a
short, stubby finger. (E) During development, the tip kept
changing direction producing the crooked appearance of
the finger. (F) The tip of the finger enlarged as elongation
ceased. (G,H) The terminal phenotype typically shows a
balloon-like structure. Bar, 0.25 mm.
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experimental system to study the role of cell movements durin
morphogenesis. Mutants defective in both cell-cell signalin
(Dharmawardhane et al., 1994; Firtel, 1996; Mann et al., 199
Okaichi et al., 1992; Pitt et al., 1992; Segall et al., 1995) an
cytoskeletal elements (Haugwitz et al., 1994; Rivero et al
1996; Witke et al., 1992) have been shown to display abnorm
morphogenesis. Several studies have shown the importance
myosin for normal morphogenesis (DeLozanne and Spudic
1987; Knecht and Loomis, 1987; Wessels et al., 1988; Elliot e
al., 1993, Traynor et al., 1994; Springer et al., 1994; Chen 
al., 1994, 1995). In this report, we have used cell-type-specifi
expression of RLC in RLC knockouts to produce strains in
which the functional defects in myosin, caused by a lack o
RLC, have been rescued selectively in specific cell types durin
development. These strains have enabled us to define the r
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Fig. 7.Expression of RLC in mlcR−/psA-RLC cells. (A) Western
blot of whole cell protein samples from different developmental
stages of mlcR−/psA-RLC cells were probed with a polyclonal
antibody against myosin. The endogenous 16 kDa myosin essential
light chain (ELC) was detected throughout the life cycle, while RLC
expressed from the transgene was only detectable after 12 hours of
starvation. In situ hybridization using RLC cDNA was used to detect
RLC mRNA expression. At 12 hours of development, RLC mRNA
appeared at the lower portion of the mound (B). RLC mRNA also
appeared at the posterior portion of early fingers (C) and some of the
round ball structures (D). RLC mRNA was also found on the anterior
portion of some balloon-like structures (E). Bar, 0.25 mm.

Fig. 8. Prespore cell localization is restored by expression of RLC
from the psA promoter, but not the ecmA promoter. Cells expressing
GFP from the psA promoter were mixed 1:50 with wild-type cells
and developed to the slug stage. (A) psA-GFP-labeled cells
expressing RLC from the actin promoter; (B) psA-GFP-labeled cells
in mlcR− cells; (C) psA-GFP labelled cells expressing RLC from the
psA promoter; (D) psA-GFP-labeled cells expressing RLC from the
ecmA promoter.

pore cells undergo rotational ascending motion in mlcR−/psA-RLC
ucture. Marked by psA-gfp, the prespore zone in a mlcR−/psA-RLC
s originally localized primarily to the lower portion of the structure. At
rding, a portion of the prespore zone in this ‘balloon’ had reached the

tructure (A). Each panel is 20 minutes apart. (B-D) The prespore zone
n to move upward in a spiral motion from left toward the right. (E) After
s, most of the prespore cells were at the top. Bar, 0.1 mm.
of myosin-dependent cell motility in the major cell type
established during Dictyostelium development. Restoring
myosin function in prestalk cells was sufficient to produc
stalks with sorocarps atop them. However, the soroca
contained greatly reduced numbers of spores, and the st
had an abnormal accumulation of prespore cells and spo
surrounding their base. In contrast, prespore-spec
expression of RLC was unable to support production of sta
In the absence of functional myosin in prestalk cel
mlcR−/psA-RLC mounds elongated inefficiently to form
aberrant fingers, which then collapsed into balloon-li
structures that resembled sorocarps which had been stran
on the substrate. These observations provide evidence f
critical role of myosin function in both prespore and presta
cells in mediating morphogenetic events from mound 
culmination.

It has been shown by several investigators that cells i
mound exhibit rotational movement (Clark and Steck, 197
Elliot et al., 1993; Siegert et al., 1994). It has been propo
that this rotational movement, thought to be
organized by a cAMP chemotactic response,
persists into the emerging tip. This movement has
been suggested to drive the extension of the tip to
form fingers (Clark and Steck, 1979). In mlcR−

/ecmA-RLC mounds, restoring myosin function
in prestalk cells was sufficient to allow efficient
finger formation. In contrast, when RLC was
expressed in prespore cells, only short and often
crooked fingers were observed, suggesting that
prestalk cell movement may drive tip and finger
formation. Although we have not yet
characterized cell movement in detail at this
stage, it is tempting to speculate that prestalk-
specific expression of RLC restores the nearly
normal rotational movement in the mounds. 

Fig. 9. Pres
‘balloon’ str
‘balloon’ wa
start of reco
top of the s
can be see
100 minute
ke
ded

or a
lk
to
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9;

sed

Prestalk cells have been proposed to provide the maj
motive force for slug movement (Inouye and Takeuchi, 1980
Williams et al., 1986). Myosin localization to the cortex of
anterior cells and posterior peripheral cells in migrating slug
has been interpreted to suggest that myosin plays an import
role in this slug migration (Elliot et al., 1991). An alternative
model has proposed that prespore cells are responsible 
active slug movement. This suggestion was based on t
observation that prestalk cells exhibited a rotational moveme
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T.-L. L. Chen, W. A. Wolf and R. L. Chisholm
perpendicular to the direction of slug migration while prespo
cells moved in the direction of slug migration in a cohere
periodic fashion (Siegert and Weijer, 1992; Dormann et a
1996). We have observed that mlcR−/ecmA-RLC strains were
able to form migrating slugs (data not shown), supporting 
role of prestalk cell motility in slug migration. On the contrar
cells expressing RLC exclusively in prespore cells were a
observed to form migrating slugs with lower frequenc
suggesting a minor role for prespore motility in slug migratio

It has been widely accepted that the driving force beh
Dictyostelium culmination is the downward movement o
prestalk cells as they mature into stalk cells and form
cellulose encased stalk tube. In this scheme, the prespore/s
mass is passively lifted from the substrate by extension of 
stalk tube (see Durston et al., 1976; Jermyn and William
1991). Our observations during culmination of mlcR−/ecmA-
RLC cells lines suggest that two independent proces
requiring active movement of both prestalk and prespore c
contribute to the formation of normal fruiting bodies. Th
ability of cells expressing myosin only in prestalk cells to for
a stalk with a sorocarp at the top supports the importance
stalk formation in the process. However, the greatly reduc
numbers of spores in the sorocarp, along with the large num
of prespore/spore cells found near the base of the stalk in t
culminants also points to an important role for movement
prespore cells during culmination. In order to form a comple
fruiting body, a culminant not only needs to construct a st
that lifts the sorocarp above the substratum, it also requ
myosin-dependent contractility and/or motility for prespo
cells to move to the top of the stalk during early phase
culmination. 

An important clue regarding the nature of the myos
dependent process required for normal placement of sp
comes from the observation of mounds expressing RLC
prespore cells. These structures display a constriction of t
base allowing it to assume the oblong shape seen as
prespore mass begins to move upwards. A similar constric
is seen in wild-type culminants. In contrast, mounds express
RLC in prestalk (pstA and pstO) cells do not produce th
constriction. This constriction at the base of prespore zone m
result from the spiraling motion of the posterior prespore ce
which act to compress the prespore zone. The slime sh
surrounding the prespore mass may then reorganize
reinforce the constriction. Alternatively, the constriction ma
represent a specialized contractile event produced by myo
bearing cells at the surface of the cell mass (Elliot et al., 199
A population of prestalk-like cells known as anterior-like ce
(ALCs) has been postulated to participate in moving t
spore/prespore cells atop the stalk (Sternfeld and David, 19
Prior to culmination, a population of the ALCs moves to th
base of culminants to form a supporting structure for t
sorocarp known as the ‘lower cup’ (Dormann et al., 199
Jermyn and Williams, 1992; Sternfeld and David, 1982).
seems unlikely that the lower cup is responsible for the upw
movement of the spore/prespore cells, since we have obse
expression of RLC in anterior-like cells in mlcR−/ecmA-RLC
culminants, yet many spore/prespore cells failed to reach
top of the stalk. The rotational movement of prespore cells t
we have observed in mlcR−/psA-RLC balloon-like structures
shows that the prespore cell motility can occur in the abse
of stalk extension. These results suggest that movemen
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prespore cells during the early stages of culmination is 
independent event from stalk extension. Based on the
observations, we propose that the prespore cells participat
two types of motility during culmination: constriction of the
base and upward rotational movement along the extend
stalk. 

We have previously described ELC knockout lines in whic
mounds appear to have two different development
phenotypes (Chen et al., 1995). Approximately half of th
mounds failed to progress beyond the mound stage in a fash
similar to mlcR− and mhcA− mutants. The other half of the
mounds formed fruiting bodies that retained a significa
proportion of their prespore cells in a cone around the bas
a morphology identical to that observed in these studies 
cells expressing RLC only in prestalk cells. We hav
interpreted the variability of mlcE− morphology as a threshold
effect, in which some mlcE− mounds have sufficient motility
or contractile function to progress past the mound stage. T
observation that mlcR−/ecmA-RLC cells produce similar
structures to mlcE− mounds that exceed this threshold sugges
that the prespore motility required for normal culmination 
more sensitive to reduced myosin function than is presta
motility. 

The single-cell chemotactic response of mlcR− cells
resembles that of mlcE− cells. Both strains were able to orien
in a cAMP gradient, showing good chemotactic indices, b
they both exhibited reduced rates of cell movement. Howev
during multicellular development, mlcR− cells became arrested
at the same stage as mhcA− cells while a subset of mlcE−

mounds progressed further in the developmental program
clue to understanding the different developmental phenotyp
may come from the different degrees of myosin localizatio
defects observed for these three strains. The mhcA− cells
completely lacked myosin thick filaments while a significan
portion of the myosin in mlcR− cells appeared abnormally
localized and lacked enzymatic activity (Chen et al., 1994). 
contrast, mlcE− cells contained normally localized but
enzymatically inactive myosin (Chen et al., 1995). Th
suggests that the normally localized myosin thick filamen
may contribute to the increased developmental potential of 
mlcE− cells compared to mlcR− and mhcA− cells. The ability
to polarize normally suggests that the cell shape chang
necessary for normal chemotaxis of single cells occu
normally in both mlcE− and mlcR− cells. Optimal movement
rates, however, depend on motor function of myosin, a
therefore, the light chain mutants were less efficient 
chemotaxis. During multicellular development, simila
chemotactic responses toward cAMP waves have be
proposed to govern cell movement and differentiation (Cla
and Steck, 1979; Siegert and Weijer, 1992). Movement in t
context of development adds the additional influences result
from interactions with neighboring cells such as cell-ce
adhesion and the necessity to overcome traction forces betw
cells. Although mlcR− single cells exhibited chemotactic
response similar to mlcE− cells, they fail to penetrate into the
aggregation stream of wild-type or mlcE− cells (Xu et al.,
unpublished data). In addition, mlcR− cells also exhibit
aberrant patterns of movement in mounds (Gollin an
McNally, Washington University, personal communication
Taken together, these results suggest that the abnormal my
localization of mlcR− cells is unable to support efficient
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movement of mlcR− cells in the context of multicellular
structures. 

In conclusion, this study has used cell-type-speci
expression of RLC in a RLC knockout to manipulate moti
functions of specific cell types during Dictyostelium
development. This approach has identified two distin
myosin-dependent motile functions that are required f
normal culmination. The approach used in these stud
provides a direct means of assessing the role of cell motility
distinct cell types during a morphogenetic program and m
be useful in developmental studies of other organisms. 

This work was supported by NIH Grant ROI GM39214.
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